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6. Party
   Alli  wine glass
   Jake  ...
   Ben   ...

7. Living Memory
   Ben  guitar and computer

8. Parenthetical Ideas (a reimagining of Arthur Russell’s Tower of Meaning Disc 2, Track 6)
   The F-Holes AKA
   Henry violin
   Julia viola
   Camille ...
   Ben  cello

   Ben playskool cassette machine

9. Improvisation For Two
   Josh clarinet
   Ben electronics

10. Text (inspired by Judy Dunaway’s Balloon Symphony No. 2)
    You book

Thank you:
to you for coming and reading this.
to the performers who were very encouraging and enthusiastic sources of help and music.
to my advisor Paula Matthiesen for positivity and almonds and MUSC109.
to all the professors in the incredible music department, even those with whom I’ve never taken a class.
to Sandy Brough and Deb Shore for gently administering my education.
to the composition graduate students for their constant support and mentorship, and especially to Matt Wellins for being an endless resource for helping me figure out how computers and sound work.
to everyone who lent equipment.
to my housemates for being incredible friends and tolerant listeners.
to my parents for accepting me even though I won’t make any money after college.

Thank you to God.